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ABSTRACT

We describe a generalization of the coupled wake boundary layer (CWBL) model for wind farms that can be used to
evaluate the performance of wind farms under arbitrary wind inflow directions, whereas the original CWBL model (Stevens
et al., J. Renewable and Sustainable Energy 7, 023115 (2015)) focused on aligned or staggered wind farms. The generalized
CWBL approach combines an analytical Jensen wake model with a ‘top-down’ boundary layer model coupled through an
iterative determination of the wake expansion coefficient and an effective wake coverage area for which the velocity at
hub-height obtained using both models converges in the ‘deep-array’ portion (fully developed region) of the wind farm.
The approach accounts for the effect of the wind direction by enforcing the coupling for each wind direction. Here, we
present detailed comparisons of model predictions with large eddy simulation results and field measurements for the Horns
Rev and Nysted wind farms operating over a wide range of wind inflow directions. Our results demonstrate that two-way
coupling between the Jensen wake model, and a ‘top-down’ model enables the generalized CWBL model to predict the
‘deep-array’ performance of a wind farm better than the Jensen wake model alone. The results also show that the new
generalization allows us to study a much larger class of wind farms than the original CWBL model, which increases the
utility of the approach for wind farm designers. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The geometry and relative turbine positioning in a wind farm greatly affect the overall power output. This fact has led to a
great deal of research into tools for analysing and improving wind farm designs. One approach that has been successful in
generating accurate wind farm performance predictions is the use of large eddy simulations (LES).1 LES have been used
to study the performance of existing wind farms such as Horns Rev2 and Lillgrund.3–6 In addition, LES have been used to
study the effects of the turbine positioning,7, 8 spacing9, 10 and hub-height6 on the average power output of wind farms.

While LES is very useful for model development and validation, it is not a practical tool for the design and optimiza-
tion of individual wind farms, because of its high computational cost. Instead, industry uses wind farm design tools that
employ less computationally expensive methods to evaluate the performance of a specific wind farm based on a number
of different design choices and operating conditions. Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) type models are some-
times used to predict the performance of wind farm designs.11–19 While less computationally intensive than LES, RANS
is still relatively expensive because it requires solving partial differential equations. A class of significantly less expensive,
but more approximate, methodologies are so-called analytical models that do not require solution of differential equations.
Two analytical approaches are commonly used for wind farm evaluations. The first approach employs wake (‘bottom-up’)
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models20–29 to estimate the power output of wind farms. These types of analytical wake models, of which the Jensen model
is the most well-known example, have been used in several studies examining layout optimization of wind farms30–33 and
are built into a number of commercial packages that are used to predict wind farm performance. These models describe the
power output in the entrance region of a wind farm well. However, such models do not explicitly include coupling with the
vertical structure of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), which becomes relevant for very large wind farms; the effects
of this coupling are sometimes referred to as the ‘deep-array effect’. In the fully developed wind farm region, where the
turbine power production as function of the downstream direction becomes constant, additional complexities arise because
of the vertical structure of the ABL and the associated wake-atmosphere coupling that is not typically captured by wake
models. We remark that Nygaard29 shows that a simple Jensen model, which is similar to that implemented in Wind Atlas
Analysis and Application Program (WaSP) but without ‘image wakes’, can predict the power degradation data from the
London Array, Walney and Anholt wind farms well. That work also states that he did not find evidence of a ‘deep-array
effects’. Stevens et al.34 have also shown that in some conditions, the Jensen model yields good predictions for particu-
lar wind farm configurations. However, as is shown in Figure 1, the Jensen model predictions do not compare well with
LES results for very long staggered wind farms. Moreover, some cases shown by Nygaard29 did show marked differences
between data and the Jensen wake model. Wu and Porté-Agel,38 Barthelmie et al.,39 and Son et al.40 also state that wake
models can have difficulty predicting ‘deep-array effects’.

The coupling with the vertical ABL structure can be captured by the so called single column or ’top-down’ mod-
els,35, 41–43 in which the turbines are seen as roughness elements. In this framework, the average velocity profile at
hub-height can be obtained based on the assumption of the existence of two logarithmic regions, one above the turbine
hub-height and one below. However, ‘top-down’ models do not capture the effect of the relative turbine positioning, which
is an important design parameter even in the fully developed region of the wind farm.9

The coupled wake boundary layer (CWBL) model34 combines the classical Jensen wake model21, 22, 26 and the Calaf
et al.35, 36 ‘top-down’ model through a novel two-way coupling. Initial comparisons with data34 showed that the resulting
model provides improved predictions over either of its constitutive analytical models for aligned and staggered wind farms.
The wake model part of the CWBL model ensures that the effect of the relative positioning of the turbines is represented,
while the interaction with the ABL in the fully developed region of the wind farm is captured by the ‘top-down’ portion of
the model. Figure 1 compares the wind farm performance in the fully developed region of aligned and staggered wind farms
predicted by the Jensen, ‘top-down’, and CWBL models with corresponding LES results.34 This figure clearly shows that
the CWBL model gives improved predictions over the wake (Jensen) and ‘top-down’ (Calaf et al.) modeling approaches
as only the CWBL model captures the main trends as function of the geometric mean turbine spacing s D

p
sxsy, where

sx and sy indicate the non-dimensional (in terms of the turbine diameter D) streamwise and spanwise distance between
the turbines. Here, we use the geometrical mean turbine density s in order to provide results for different spanwise sy and
streamwise sx spacings in one plot. As shown by Stevens et al.,34 the improved predictions are a result of the two-way

Figure 1. Predictions of the power output ratio P1=P1 in the fully developed region for aligned and staggered wind farms obtained
from the Calaf et al. ‘top-down’34–36 model, the Jensen wake model21,22 and the coupled wake boundary layer (CWBL) model
compared with large eddy simulations (LES) results. Here, P1 is taken to be the power output of turbines in the first row and P1 the
power output in the fully developed region of the wind farm, which is the region where the power output of the turbines becomes
constant as function of the streamwise position. In practice, for these LES results, this is taken to be the average power output of the
8th or further downstream turbine rows, see details in the literature.7,9,37 These results are plotted as a function of the geometric
mean turbine spacing s D

p
sxsy, where sx and sy indicate the non-dimensional (in terms of the turbine diameter D) streamwise and

spanwise distance between the turbines. Note that only the CWBL model captures the trend observed in LES data for both aligned
and staggered wind farms. This figure summarizes the results of Stevens et al.34
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Figure 2. Turbine arrangement of the wind farms at (a) Horns Rev and (b) Nysted showing the numbering of the rows and columns.

coupling between the wake and ‘top-down’ models, and therefore, similar performance improvements appear difficult to
realize with models that use only one-way coupling between the wake and ‘top-down’ modeling approaches, see, for
example, Refs.26, 27, 43, 44

The CWBL model framework is modular with the two-way coupling between the ‘bottom-up’ (wake model) and
‘top-down’ modeling approaches being the crucial component. In this work, we selected the ‘simplest possible’ imple-
mentation, which uses a Jensen wake model with the superposition interactions accounted for through the addition of the
squared velocity deficits, see details in Section 2.1, coupled with the Calaf et al.35 ‘top-down’ model, which captures the
wind farm and ABL interaction. Because of the modular approach, the CWBL model can be adapted to use more detailed
wake or ‘top-down’ models. For example, the Ainslie,23 Larsen24 or EPFL28 wake models can be substituted in order
to model the wind turbine wakes in greater detail than the Jensen model. Similarly, one can change the model for the
wake–wake superposition to, for example, one of the alternatives discussed by, e.g., Larsen et al.45 in their validation of the
dynamic wake meandering model. In addition, one could also adjust the wake expansion rate that is used in the far wake,
see, for example, the work by Frandsen et al.43 We consider these aspects as important topics for future research that can
benefit from ongoing developments of improved wake models. Here, we continue with the analysis of the CWBL approach
in its basic form.

In this paper, we extend the CWBL analytical modeling approach, to more general wind farm geometries beyond the
aligned and staggered configurations discussed in Stevens et al.34 and to arbitrary wind inflow directions. We start with
a short review of the basic concepts of the CWBL model in Section 2. Subsequently, we discuss how the CWBL model
can be applied to more general configurations and arbitrary wind inflow directions. In Sections 3 and 4, the CWBL model
results are compared with field measurement data for Horns Rev and Nysted,46, 47 see Figure 2, and LES results for Horns
Rev.2 The general conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. THE COUPLED WAKE BOUNDARY LAYER MODEL

The CWBL model used in this work consists of two submodels: (i) a wake model and (ii) a ‘top-down’ model that are
coupled in the following way. Both the Jensen wake21, 22 and the Calaf et al.35 ‘top-down’ model that are employed in
the basic CWBL model assume steady state conditions and have one free parameter each. The models combine the effects
of several physical processes using few parameters, e.g., in the Jensen model, the vertical mixing and wake expansion are
represented using the single parameter kw. While the models perform reasonably well (which is why they continue to be
used in practice), in the CWBL approach, the free parameter for each model part can be obtained from its complementary
parts using an iterative procedure, which will be explained in Section 2.3. In this section, we start with a short summary of
the Jensen wake (Section 2.1) and the Calaf et al. ‘top-down’ models (Section 2.2) used for the basic CWBL approach and
then proceed with the introduction of the generalized CWBL two-way coupling procedure (Section 2.3).

2.1. Jensen wake model

The classic wind-turbine Jensen wake model has been developed based on successive contributions by Lissaman,20

Jensen21 and Katíc et al.22 It assumes that wind-turbine wakes grow linearly with downstream distance and the following
expression for the evolution of the wind velocity in the turbine wakes:20, 21

u D u0

�
1 �

1 �
p

1 � CT
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�
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Here, u0 is the incoming free stream velocity (the overbar indicates time averaging), kw is the wake expansion coefficient,
R is the rotor radius, CT D 4a.1� a/ is the thrust coefficient with flow induction factor a and x is the downstream distance
with respect to the turbine. Therefore, the velocity defect at each point x in the wake of a turbine ‘j’ located at .xj, yj, zh/,
where zh is the turbine hub-height, is

ıu.x; j/ D u0 � u.x; j/ D
2 a u0

Œ1C kw.x � xj/=R�2
. (2)

The interaction of the wakes with the ground is modeled by incorporating ‘ghost’ or ‘image’ turbines under the ground
surface.20 Thus, for every turbine j at position .xj, yj, zh/, an image turbine at .xj, yj,�zh/ is added. Wake superposition
effects are accounted for by adding the squared velocity deficits of interacting wakes at the point x to obtain

u.x/ D u0 �

sX
j

Œıu.x; j/�2, (3)

where ıu.x; j/ is the velocity deficit that would exist at the point x if only a single turbine j upstream were to cause a single
wake, while u.x/ refers to the velocity at a given location, and the summation j is over all turbine (and ghost turbine) wakes.
The predicted turbine power PT of turbine ‘T’ (where the subscript T refers to a particular turbine and xT ,k are all the Nd
discrete positions, i.e., the grid points used in the numerical evaluation, comprising the turbine ‘T’) is given by

PT

P1
D

 
1

Nd

NdX
kD1

u.xT,k/

u0

!3

. (4)

The summation over k is over all points on the turbine disk, and the velocity ratios are obtained from Eq. (3). The resulting
power ratio represents the power normalized with the power of a free-standing turbine P1 (or that of turbines in the first
row of the wind farm). Following Lissaman,20 it is common to define the wake decay parameter as kw D �= ln.zh=z0,lo/,
where z0,lo is the roughness length of the ground surface and � D 0.4 is the von Kármán constant.

2.2. The ‘top-down’ model

The ‘top-down’ wind farm model also traces its origins to Lissaman.20 It was further developed and presented in updated
forms by Frandsen42, 43 and Calaf et al.35 This model is essentially a single column model of the ABL based on momentum
theory. The objective of the ‘top-down’ model is to predict the horizontally (h.i) and time (a) averaged velocity profile
hui.z/ in the wind turbine array boundary layer that is assumed to be spatially fully developed so that averaging in both the
streamwise and spanwise directions makes sense. If there is no wind farm, the flow can be assumed to be undisturbed, and
we have a velocity profile that follows the traditional logarithmic law:

hu0i.z/ D
u�
�

ln

�
z

z0,lo

�
for z0,lo � z � ıH, (5)

where u� is the friction velocity and ıH indicates the height of the ABL. The ‘top-down’ model approach from Calaf et
al.35 assumes the presence of two constant stress layers, one above and one below the turbine disk region, and a wake layer
in between. This model can be used to obtain the ratio of the mean velocity at hub-height in the fully developed region of
the wind farm to the incoming reference velocity as
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where z0,hi denotes the roughness length of the wind farm, which is defined as

z0,hi D zh
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with ˇ D ��w=.1 C �
�
w/ and ��w � 28

p
�CT=.8wfsxsy/. Here, wf indicates the effective wake area coverage, which will

be further discussed in Section 2.3 and the appendix (note that the product wfsxsy was denoted as sxsye in Ref.,34 where
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Figure 3. An ‘extended’ 16� 16 Horns Rev wind farm used to illustrate the iterative procedure, see Section 2.3 for details. The black
circles indicate the turbine positions in the actual wind farm and the red diamonds denote the added turbines that are used to create
the ‘extended’ farm that ensures a fully developed region is reached for the purpose of computing the effective wake area wf. The
red dashed circle has a diameter Dwf D

p
.4Awf=�/, where Awf is the total area of wind farm, and the center of the circle is located

at the center of mass of the wind turbines. The 45ı pie slice of the circle indicates the sector over which the effective wake area
coverage wf is determined, which is centered around the wind direction under consideration (dashed black straight line). The light
gray areas indicate the wake areas using the criterion u.x, y/ < 0.95u0. In the pie sector, the wake area is colored blue (darker gray).
The effective wake area coverage wf is determined using Eq. (9), which is equivalent to dividing the blue (darker gray) area by the area
of the pie sector. The plots for 270ı (wf D 0.56), 284ı (wf D 1), 288ı (wf D 1), 295ı (wf D 1), and 312ı (wf D 0.90) correspond to

the results shown in Figure 7.

sye was defined as the effective spanwise distance). The power output ratio is defined as the ratio of the power output of
turbines in the fully developed region to that of the turbines in the first row, i.e.,

P1
P1
D

�
hui.zh/

hu0i.zh/

�3

. (8)

2.3. Generalized CWBL approach

The two-way coupling between the wake and ‘top-down’ modules of the CWBL model is obtained in the fully developed
region of the wind farm and is enforced through an iterative procedure. In the present implementation of the CWBL
model, we assume that the fully developed region is reached at the 10th turbine row, measured in the downstream wind
direction, although other criteria can be used to define this region. In practice, the 10th row criterion ensures that the
Jensen model has reached fully developed conditions for all of the cases we have considered. The iteration procedure
determines the effective wake area coverage wf in Eq. (7) using the wake (Jensen) model and obtains the wake expansion
coefficient kw,1 by matching the velocity at hub-height in the Jensen and ‘top-down’ models. Here, kw,1 indicates the
wake expansion rate in Eqs. (1) and (2) for the fully developed region of the wind farm. Note that the effective wake
area coverage wf is used to calculate the interaction between the wind and the ABL in the ‘top-down’ model portion
of the CWBL model. In the traditional implementation of the ‘top-down’ model a horizontal area equal to .sxD/.syD/
across which the vertical fluxes per turbine are evaluated, is considered. However, in the CWBL model, the control volume
that is used in the ‘top-down’ model part is smaller and equal to .sxD/.wfsyD/, where the factor wf (wf � 1) is the
fraction of the wind farm area in which wakes affect the mean velocity appreciably (a more precise definition will be
provided later).

In the Jensen model, the mean velocity in the fully developed region depends on kw,1, while in the ‘top-down’ model,
this mean velocity depends on the effective wake area coverage wf. Therefore, the effective wake area coverage wf and the
wake expansion rate kw,1 need to be iterated until the mean velocity in the fully developed region predicted using both
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models converge to within a small threshold; here we use 0.1%. In the appendix, we describe how this approach relates to
the original CWBL iteration procedure introduced in Stevens et al.34 that was straightforward to apply only to the cases of
aligned and staggered wind farms.

We now detail the iteration procedure for each wind direction.

Step 1:. Assume an initial value for the wake expansion parameter in the fully developed region kw,1. For the first
iteration, assume kw,1 D kw,0 D �= ln.zh=z0,lo/, where kw,0 is the wake expansion coefficient at the entrance
of the wind farm that can be computed based on zh and known values of z0,lo. In the iterative procedure, we
use kw,1 for all of the turbines in the wind farm to approximate the fully developed region more closely in
the wake (Jensen) model.

Step 2:. Use the (Jensen) wake model to calculate the effective wake area coverage Awake in the fully developed region.
For wind farms that are not very large, such as Horns Rev and Nysted, shown in Figure 2, we first extend the
wind farms by replication of the turbine array in order to obtain converged (Jensen) wake model results for all
wind directions. For example, in the present applications to the Horns Rev and Nysted wind farms, we extend
the wind farm array to a 16�16 array of turbines, which has been selected to make sure that wf is converged for
all wind directions, while it is still sufficiently small to allow efficient calculations. Subsequently, we define a
45ı pie slice of a circle. The circle has an equivalent wind farm diameter Dwf D

p
.4Awf=�/, where Awf is

the total area of the extended wind farm. The center of the circle is located at the center of mass of the extended
wind farm. The center-line of the pie slice is aligned with the wind direction, see Figure 3. Subsequently, we
calculate the wake area inside the pie-shaped region, Awpr, as the area where u.x, y/ < 0.95u0 (blue (darker
gray) area in Figure 3). The effective wake area coverage wf is then defined as

wf D
Awpr

Apr
, (9)

where Apr D .1=8/Awf is the entire area of the 45ı pie region of the circle with diameter Dwf. A 45ı angle
ensures that the area over which wf is computed is large enough to obtain converged results for wf, but small
enough to appropriately represent wind farm characteristics in a particular direction. Although the exact value,
45ı, is somewhat arbitrary, the results are robust with respect to the precise value of the angle, as long as the
area that is used to evaluate wf is sufficiently large. Therefore, we took a constant angle in our calculations for
conceptual simplicity. The 5% velocity threshold that is used to determine the wake area has been determined
empirically to give results similar to those obtained using the original CWBL method (see the appendix) and
could be different when another wake model is used in the CWBL framework.

It should be noted that the wake region that is defined in Step 2 is not the same as what is usually considered
the turbine wake. The latter, in the case of the Jensen model, is equal to an ever expanding ‘cone’ in which
the velocity defect decreases indefinitely. Instead, based on the velocity threshold introduced in the current
CWBL approach, for the case of isolated turbines, the velocity deficit will fall below the threshold at some
distance downstream of each turbine. This point will then be ‘outside’ the wake again, i.e., the wake will
‘terminate’. For a wind farm, the velocity defect superposition affects where the threshold is reached also in
the lateral direction. For example, in the 270ı case in Figure 3a, the geometric series convergence properties
of the superposition leads to the ‘wake area region’ ceasing to grow in the cross-stream direction at a certain
downstream position (as can be seen in the figure, the grey area no longer grows downstream, and this is
because of the velocity threshold). This behavior is consistent with Frandsen’s view43 of a vertical-only
process because the absence of further horizontal growth implies that only fluxes in the vertical direction
are relevant.

Step 3:. Calculate hui.zh/=hu0i.zh/ using Eq. (6) with the ‘top-down’ model and the effective wake area coverage
fraction wf evaluated in Step 2 to find the power production in the fully developed region.

Iterate between Steps 2 and 3 until the velocity at hub-height found by the ‘top-down’ and wake (Jensen)
model for the fully developed region agree to within 0.1%.

In order to model the entrance effects, i.e., the development of the average power production of the turbines in the first
several rows, the CWBL uses an interpolation between kw,0 and kw,1 to assign the wake coefficient kw,T for each turbine
in the wind farm using

kw,T D kw,1 C .kw,0 � kw,1/ exp.��m/, (10)

where m is the number of turbine wakes (not including ghost wakes) that overlap with the turbine of interest and � D 1.
As indicated in Stevens et al.,34 this value of � is an empirical choice (based on using the Jensen model), which ensures
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Figure 4. Power output ratio P1=P1 for (a) Horns Rev and (b) Nysted obtained from the coupled wake boundary layer (CWBL) and
Jensen model. Here, P1 is the power output of the turbine at the end of the extended 16�16 Horns Rev / Nysted wind farms, used
in the iteration procedure; see Section 2.3 for details. Note that the CWBL model predicts stronger wake effects for the non-aligned
wind directions. A comparison with the field measurements in Figure 6 shows that the stronger wake effects predicted by the
CWBL model for the non-aligned wind directions show better agreement with the field data. The dashed horizontal lines indicate the

‘top-down’ model predictions for the fully developed region.

Figure 5. (a,c) The black solid line indicates
p

wfsxsy in the coupled wake boundary layer (CWBL) model and the red dash-dotted line
sxsy in the ‘top-down’ model as function of the wind direction for Horns Rev and Nysted. (b,d) The black solid line indicates kw,1
in the CWBL model as function of the wind direction and the red dash-dotted line denotes the value of kw,0 used in the CWBL and

Jensen model results shown in Figures 4 and 6.

that there is a relatively sharp transition from the entrance region to the fully developed region, which is consistent with the
behavior observed in the data. Note that this approach means that the wake (Jensen) part of the CWBL model dominates
in the entrance region of the wind farm, while the wake development further downstream is primarily determined by the
‘top-down’ model.

We note that the generalized CWBL model used here assumes that all turbines operate in region II, in which the thrust
coefficient CT can be considered to be approximately constant as function of the wind speed.48 Note that the LES data2

and field measurements46, 47 to which we compare our results are obtained for a wind speed of � 8 ˙ 0.5 m s�1, which
corresponds to the turbines operating in region II. In addition, the model neglects the variation of the power coefficient CP
with wind speed. For the comparisons discussed here, the data have been obtained for a very narrow range of wind speeds,
and hence, it is indeed reasonable to assume that CP is the same for the front turbine as for the downstream ones (i.e., we are
assuming that each turbine adjusts its tip-speed ratio so as to operate at the optimal CP). These assumptions imply that the
ratio of power is the same as the ratio of cubed velocities; we use this relationship to obtain mean power predictions from
the velocities computed based on the model. The CWBL model can also use different CT values for turbines in the entrance
region of the wind farm but maintain a constant CT value in the fully developed region where the coupling between the
wake and ‘top-down’ part of the model is applied.34

Wind Energ. (2016) © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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We note that, in contrast to the sye-based CWBL model,34 where we performed the calculations of the Jensen model
in three dimensions, we now perform these calculations in a two-dimensional plane at hub-height, but still include the
image (ghost) turbine wakes. We have verified that this gives very similar results to the three-dimensional approach. The
only difference is the representation of partial wake effects in the vertical direction, which are not accounted for in the two
dimensional model calculations.

Figure 4 shows the power output ratio for (a) Horns Rev and (b) Nysted obtained from the CWBL and Jensen model.
Results indicate that for non-aligned wind directions, the CWBL model predicts a lower turbine power output in the fully
developed region of the wind farm than the Jensen model. Figure 5a and c show the effective geometric mean turbine
spacing

p
wfsxsy as function of the wind direction determined using the CWBL model for Horns Rev and Nysted. The

figure shows that
p

wfsxsy is smaller than the actual geometric mean turbine spacing s D
p

sxsy for wind directions that
correspond to there being a relatively small distance between consecutive downstream turbine rows. Figure 5b and d shows
the corresponding kw,1 values determined with the CWBL model. In agreement with earlier results,34 we find that the
wake decay exponent predicted by the CWBL model is higher for wind directions aligned with the wind farm, and when
the downstream distance between the turbines is smaller. This higher wake expansion coefficient captures the effect of the
added wake turbulence for wind directions aligned with the wind farm layout.

The reason for the correlation of the wake expansion coefficient with turbulence levels is that for wind farm configu-
rations which ‘load’ the ABL more, e.g., that have smaller inter turbine spacings, the ‘top-down’ model predicts a higher
friction velocity above the wind farm (u�,hi). This predicted higher friction velocity implies that the turbulence levels
should be higher due to the correlation between velocity variance and shear stress (momentum flux) typically expected in
turbulent boundary layers. To obtain the matching with the Jensen model predicted velocity in the ‘deep-array’ portion, the
CWBL model then adjusts the kw,1 value, which reproduces the correlation between kw,1 and higher turbulence intensi-
ties. Note, however, that for non-aligned directions, the wake expansion factor predicted by the model can be smaller than
the wake expansion coefficient that is predicted for turbines in the first row. This trend is perhaps surprising because one
would expect that under any conditions the turbulence level inside the wind farm should exceed (or at least be equal to)
that of the inflow. While this trend is not easy to explain, we note that it arises from matching the velocities in the far field
between two models (Jensen and ‘top-down’), which each include a number of approximations. Also, we note that the fric-
tion velocity below the turbine height (u�,lo) in the ‘top-down’ model is in fact predicted to be smaller than the incoming
u� because of the reduced shear under the turbines. Therefore, it is possible that some reduced momentum exchanges may
occur in the presence of wind farms, under certain conditions.

3. COMPARISON WITH FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Figure 6 compares the CWBL and Jensen model predictions with field measurement data from Horns Rev and Nysted.46, 47

According to the Upwind report47 (see chapter 2, page 38 and 42 for the Horns Rev case), the data from the field mea-
surements have been analysed such that edge effects of the wind farm are not included. Thus, for each row, only turbines
that are actually experiencing wake effects are included in the analysis. Therefore, we show in Figure 6 the power output
of turbines in columns C5–C7 (C6–C8) for the wind directions 255ı � 265ı (263ı � 273ı) and from columns C2 to C4
for the wind directions 270ı � 285ı (278ı � 293ı) for Horns Rev (Nysted). According to Barthelmie et al.,49 the power
in each column is normalized by its own upstream leading turbine, and then the ‘average normalized power’ is evaluated
and plotted as a function of distance. However, note that because in the model the power of the first turbine is always
exactly the same, such distinctions (normalize first and then average or average first and then normalize) do not affect the
model predictions. Therefore, we simply present the normalized average power production for each row for all of the mod-
els considered. The CWBL and Jensen models applied to Horns Rev and Nysted field data use the parameters presented
in Table I. We use a surface roughness length z0,lo D 0.002 m to match the turbulence intensity at hub-height of 7.7%
used in the Horns Rev LES by Porté-Agel et al.2 The estimate is based on logarithmic laws for the mean [Eq. (5)] and
variance h.u0C/2i D B1 � A1 log.z=ıH/ in the inflow boundary layer with A1 � 1.25 and B1 � 1.6.50–52 This approach
gives a value of kw,0 D 0.0382, which is used for all Jensen model results that are shown in Figures 6–9. For the thrust
coefficient, we use CT D 0.78 for all cases, which is a characteristic average value of CT for Horns Rev and Nysted
turbines for wind speeds of around 8 m s�1.2, 49 The field measurement data we compare with are reported for 5ı wind
sectors,46, 47 and therefore, we average the model results over the same range of wind directions based on calculations at
0.5ı intervals. In the first few rows of the entrance region of the wind farm where turbines have not yet been subjected to
wakes, the CWBL and Jensen model results are identical because the CWBL model reduces to the Jensen wake model there
by construction.

Figure 6 shows that for the wind directions 265ı to 285ı, the CWBL model compares reasonably well with the Horns
Rev field measurements. The agreement of the Jensen model results compared with the field measurement data is similar to
the agreement obtained with the CWBL model for 280ı and 285ı. However, the Jensen model gives a larger overestimation
of the wake effects for wind directions of 270ı and 275ı. For the wind directions between 255ı and 260ı, the agreement
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Table I. Model parameters employed for the calculations of the CWBL
and the Jensen model. The field measurement46,47 and LES2 data to

which we compare are for an average wind speed of 8˙ 0.5 m/s.

Model parameters Horns Rev Nysted

Aligned configuration 270ı 278ı

Streamwise distance aligned (sx) 7.00 10.40
Spanwise distance aligned (sy) 6.95 5.74
Hub-height (zh) 70 m 69 m
Turbine diameter (D) 80 m 82.4 m
Thrust coefficient (CT) 0.78 0.78
Turbulence Intensity 7.7% 7.7%
Roughness length ground (z0,lo) 0.002 m 0.002 m
Maximum internal boundary layer height (ıH) 500 m 500 m
(Initial) Wake expansion coefficient kw,0 0.0382 0.0382

Figure 6. Comparisons between field measurements (black circles) for Horns Rev (a, top panel) and Nysted (b, lower panel)46,47

with the coupled wake boundary layer (CWBL) model (blue squares) and the Jensen model (red diamonds). The field measurement
results are reported for a 5ı wind sector. The models were run with 0.5ı increments to match the 5ı wind sector data from the
field experiments, e.g., for 270ı the results is the average over 11 cases between 267.5ı to 272.5ı. The field measurement data by

Barthelmie et al.46,47 are digitally extracted from their figures.

between the models and the Horns Rev data is less favorable. In particular, the CWBL and Jensen models both underpredict
the wake effects. The figure shows that the stronger wake effects predicted by the CWBL model are in better agreement
with the trends observed in the field data, but that the transition to the fully developed region appears to be too slow in the
CWBL model. Figure 6 also compares both model results with field measurement data for Nysted. Overall, the agreement
between the models and the Nysted data is better than for Horns Rev. However, the wake effects for the 268ı, 273ı and
288ı wind directions are considerably underpredicted by both models; the predicted trends are, however, consistent with
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the field measurements, and again the CWBL model does predict larger wake effects than the Jensen model for two of
these three cases. It is also important to note that the 278ı direction is captured well by the CWBL model, while the Jensen
model greatly underestimates the power production for this wind direction.

Moreover, discrepancies between the field data and the model results are not only due to model limitations but can
also be attributed to limitations in the ability to specify the model inputs. Likewise, the experimental uncertainty includes
uncertainty in conditions under which the field data have been obtained as well as subjective elements that arise during data
analysis. In order to compare the analytical models with data under conditions and input variables that are better controlled
than what is available from field data, we will compare with LES results for Horns Rev by Porté-Agel et al.2 in the
next section.

4. COMPARISON WITH HORNS REV LARGE EDDY SIMULATIONS

In this section, the CWBL and Jensen models are compared with the Horns Rev simulations from Porté-Agel et al.2 The
LES results span wind directions that range from 180ı to 360ı and detailed results are presented for the wind directions
280ı, 284ı, 288ı, 295ı and 312ı. The comparisons show that the CWBL model captures the LES results very well. The
wake losses at the second row, for which the CWBL and Jensen model give identical predictions, are overestimated for the
270ı and 312ı directions. For the 270ı and 312ı directions, the power output for turbines further downstream is predicted
better by the CWBL model than by the stand alone Jensen model because of the appropriate adjustment of the wake
expansion coefficient kw used in the Jensen model part of the CWBL model.

From visualizations of the normalized velocity at hub-height obtained from the CWBL model shown in Figure 7, and the
corresponding turbine power as function of the row number shown in Figure 7, we see that for the 284ı and 288ı cases, the
turbines in the fourth row, see Figure 2a, are the first ones that experience wake effects. As the nature of the wakes in the
CWBL model depends on the number of wakes that interact with upstream turbines, see Eq. (10), the CWBL and Jensen
model predictions only start to differ when wakes from the fourth turbine row reach turbines even further downstream,
i.e., around the 7th to 8th row. From the visualizations in Figure 7, we see that for the 284ı and 288ı wind directions,
the wakes from the first row just miss the second row (especially for the 284ı direction), which means that slightly wider
wakes (or smoother wake profiles) could have caused an earlier transition to the fully developed region than we see now.
For the 284ı direction, the turbines in the fourth row are, in addition, only partially in the wakes of the turbines from
the first row. This means that a slightly wider wake would influence the predictions made by the CWBL model for that
case. For such wind directions, the use of more advanced wake models, see Section 2.1, could help to further improve
the predictions.

Figure 8 shows the normalized total power output P=Pmax of Horns Rev as function of the incoming wind direction
obtained from LES,2 the CWBL model and the Jensen model. The figure shows that both the CWBL and the Jensen model
capture the main trends observed in the LES data. In agreement with the results presented in Figure 7, the CWBL model
predictions are closer to the LES data for aligned wind directions, which are indicated by the vertical dashed lines, than
the Jensen model results. However, for several intermediate wind directions, the CWBL and Jensen model predictions are
similar. The reason is that for these wind directions, the power production of most turbines is not limited by wake effects.
In addition, the first two rows in the prevailing wind direction of the wind farm are modeled the same in the CWBL and
Jensen model, so differences only become significant for wind farms significantly larger than Horns Rev.

In order to illustrate the difference between the Jensen and CWBL model for larger wind farms, Figure 9 compares
both models for an ‘extended Horns Rev’ wind farm with 25 rows and 14 columns. This figure depicts the power output
for the different wind directions in three different ways. The middle and lower panels show the results in the down-
stream direction, see sketch 1 in Figure 9; the middle panels show the power output as function of the number of
rows in the downstream direction, and the lower panels show the results as function of the downstream distance mea-
sured in turbine diameters, see sketches 2 and 3 in Figure 9. Note that the horizontal range is the same for each wind
direction to allow easier comparison of the results for the different wind directions. The figure reveals that the power
output in the fully developed region predicted with the CWBL model is similar for the wind directions 284ı, 288ı and
295ı, and somewhat lower for the 270ı and 312ı wind directions when the distance between subsequent turbines in
the downstream direction is small. This behavior seems to be in agreement with the LES data for the fully developed
region (triangles and corresponding horizontal lines that indicate the asymptotic behavior). For these Horns Rev cases,2

we use the lowest power in the last three rows (measured in the wind direction) to estimate the power output in the
fully developed region in order to minimize the effects due to limited time averaging. Figure 9 also reveals that the
Jensen model predicts ‘marginal’ wake effects for the 284ı and 288ı directions, while very strong wake effects are pre-
dicted for the aligned .270ı/ direction. These trends are not observed in the LES, see Figure 9. For the 270ı and 312ı

wind directions, Figure 9 shows that the CWBL model predictions agree very well with the LES observed behavior in
the fully developed region compared with the stand alone Jensen model21, 22 because of the adjusted wake expansion
coefficient kw.
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Figure 7. Upper panels: Comparison between the large eddy simulations (LES) results from Porté-Agel et al.2 (black circles), the
coupled wake boundary layer (CWBL) model (blue squares) and the Jensen model (red diamonds) for the power production in the
Horns Rev wind farm. The top panels indicate the results for the wind directions 270ı, 284ı, 288ı, 295ı and 312ı. Both the LES
and model results are averaged over columns C2 to C4, see Figure 2. The LES data from Porté-Agel et al.2 are digitally extracted
from their figures. Lower panels: visualization of the normalized velocity field at hub-height obtained from the CWBL model for these

cases. The color indicates the velocity normalized with the incoming hub-height velocity.

Figure 8. Normalized total power output P=Pmax of Horns Rev as function of the incoming wind direction, where Pmax is the power
of a non wake affected turbine times the number of turbines in Horns Rev. The large eddy simulations (LES) results by Porté-Agel
et al.2 are indicted by black circles, which are digitally extracted from their figures. The coupled wake boundary layer (CWBL) and
Jensen model are denoted by blue and red lines, respectively. The dashed horizontal line gives the ‘top-down’ model’s prediction
for Horns Rev wind farm. Note that the CWBL model captures the power output for the non-aligned wind inflow directions of 173ı,
222ı, 270ı, 312ı and 353ı more accurately than the Jensen model. Evaluating the rms of the mean power predictions to LES data,
i.e.,

q
hŒ.Ppred.�/� PLES.�//=PLES.�/�

2i over all wind directions �, we find that the CWBL results differ 6.3% from the LES results
while the Jensen model results differ 9.5% from the LES results. This gives an indication of the improvement that can be expected,

however it should be noted that the observed improvement will depend on the case that is considered.
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Figure 9. Coupled wake boundary layer (CWBL) and Jensen model results for an ‘extended Horns Rev’ wind farm with 25 rows
and 14 columns compared to large eddy simulations (LES) results from Porté-Agel et al.2 in the fully developed region (triangles and
horizontal line to show the asymptotic downstream behavior clearly, see details in text). (a-e) Results as function of row number, see
sketch 1. (f-j) Results as function of row number in the downstream wind direction, see sketch 2. (k-o) Results as function of turbine
distance in the downstream direction, see sketch 3. Note that the CWBL model predicts the LES value of the power output in the

fully developed region much better than the Jensen model, especially for the 270ı and 312ı wind directions.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have introduced a generalized CWBL model that enables analysis of arbitrary wind directions, compared
with the original model presented in Stevens et al.34 and applications to fairly general wind turbine geometric arrange-
ments within a wind farm. We then compared the (generalized) CWBL and Jensen models with field measurements. We
also provided comparisons with LES results in order to validate the CWBL model in a setting where the key control param-
eters are fully defined. In general, the agreement between LES and the models is better than the agreement between the
models and the field measurement data. In the entrance region of the wind farm, the CWBL model reduces to the wake
(Jensen) model, and therefore, both models give the same results in that region. Further downstream, the CWBL model is
different than the wake (Jensen) model because of the coupling with the ‘top-down’ (Calaf et al.) model, which captures
the interaction between the wind farm and the ABL. Comparisons with LES and field measurements reveal that the CWBL
model gives improved predictions for the power output in the fully developed region of the wind farm compared with the
Jensen model. We find that the CWBL model compares particularly well with the LES results from Porté-Agel,2 which
have been obtained under neutral atmospheric conditions and for a constant wind direction. Such better agreement is per-
haps not unexpected because these are the same conditions assumed in the CWBL model. However, we note that for some
particular wind directions, the CWBL model underpredicts the rate at which the transition to the fully developed region
occurs. Overall, we conclude that the CWBL model shows considerable promise but further studies will be necessary to
extend this modeling approach to more general conditions and to define the uncertainty in the predictions.
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APPENDIX A

In the CWBL approach introduced by Stevens et al.,34 the coupling between the Jensen wake model21, 22 and the
Calaf et al.35 ‘top-down’ model was obtained by determining what was called the effective spanwise spacing sye. While
accurate and detailed, the version of the CWBL model in Stevens et al.34 was limited to particular inflow angles for which
one could easily define the streamwise and spanwise spacings. However, for general angles and wind farm geometries, it
becomes very difficult to define sx and sy or sye. In the present appendix, we calibrate the velocity threshold used in the
CWBL model introduced in Section 2.3 so that predictions obtained here and in Stevens et al.34 agree in the cases where
both versions can be applied. Once calibrated, the method used in Section 2.3 can be applied to general wind farm layouts.
In the generalized CWBL method introduced in Section 2.3, the coupling is obtained by determining the effective wake area
coverage fraction wf. In the ‘top-down’ model, part of the model the coupling occurs through the term .�CT/=.8wfsxsy/

in Eq. (7). This term is evaluated by determining the wake coverage area in the fully developed region and is related to the
effective spanwise spacing used in Stevens et al. 34 by

wfsxsyD2 D sxsyD2 � Ach D sxsyeD2, (A.1)

where Ach is the area of the ‘high speed channels’. These high speed channels should be excluded from the effective control
volume that is used in the Calaf et al. ‘top-down’ model as these ‘high speed channels’ do not participate in the vertical
momentum and kinetic energy vertical mixing as envisioned in the ‘top-down’ model. In order to use the generalized
CWBL model, one needs a threshold value to determine when a particular area should be identified as wake. This is carried
out in this appendix. Figure A.2 shows that when a 5% threshold is used, such that a wake is defined as the region where
u.x, y/ < 0.95u0, the resulting predictions agree well with the results obtained with the original CWBL model in which the
effective spanwise spacing is used. The remainder of the appendix gives additional details of what is shown in Figure A.2.

In the original CWBL method,34 the effective spanwise spacing sye for an aligned wind farm was determined by cal-
culating the smallest spanwise distance for which the effect of turbine wakes originating from laterally adjacent turbine
columns on the power production in the fully developed region is less than 1%.34 That work showed (using the Jensen
model) that the effective spanwise spacing sye is relatively independent of kw,1 and sx, and can be approximated by the
constant value sy

� D sye D 3.5 for aligned wind farms. The procedure to determine the effective spanwise spacing sye
for more general wind turbine configurations or wind directions is difficult and computationally expensive. It is instructive
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to provide a comparison between the generalized CWBL approach introduced in Section 2.3 and the effective spanwise
spacing based approach for some particular inflow angles in which the original method can still be applied. Specifically, a
good approximation for the effective spanwise spacing method can be obtained by first determining the main alignments
for which the effective spanwise spacing sye is known. This approximation is introduced here to allow comparison of the
generalized approach presented in Section 2.3 over a much wider range of wind directions. For Horns Rev and Nysted,
this is carried out in Figure A.1. Figures A.1b and A.1d indicate the distance between consecutive turbines in the down-
stream direction for each of these wind directions, sd, and the corresponding distance between neighboring turbine rows,
sn D sxsy=sd. Here, sx and sy are the non-dimensional streamwise and spanwise distance between the turbines for the
aligned configuration, i.e., the 270ı direction for Horns Rev and the 278ı direction for Nysted.

An approximated (original) CWBL model, involving calculation of the effective spanwise spacing sye, is then obtained
by using the following iterative procedure:

Step 1:. Same as Step 1 shown in Section 2.3. In addition, for a given wind farm configuration, a set of angles �l and
corresponding streamwise and spanwise spacings must be determined and tabulated. Specifically, �l (l D 1, 2, 3...)
are a set of particular lattice angles that align with the array structure of the wind farm. For example, in a wind
farm with a square array, i.e., sx D sy when �wind D 0, then �l D 45o is an angle for which the wind farm appears
again as a regular array, but now with streamwise and spanwise spacings increased and decreased by factors

p
2

and 1=
p

2, respectively. Figure A.1 provides an example of such a tabulated set for the Horns Rev and Nysted
wind farms of values of special angles and spacings for which sn . 3.

Step 2:. Determine  , i.e., the angle difference between the actual wind direction and the closest wind direction that aligns
with the geometry of the wind farm (previously tabulated, see Step 1 and Figure A.1), using

 D j�wind � �lj, (A.2)

where �wind is the wind direction and �l is the closest tabulated wind direction angle that aligns with the wind
farm lattice.

Step 3:. For the current value of kw,1 determine the angle �

� D arctan

�
0.5C kw,1sd.�l/

sd.�l/

�
, (A.3)

which indicates the angle (in radians) needed for an expanding wake to reach the center of each of the turbines in
the next row and sd.�l/ is the downstream distance between consecutive turbine rows for the closest wind direction
that aligns with the wind farm geometry. The parameter 0.5 was obtained from a comparison with the full CWBL
model calculations, see Figure A.2.

Step 4:. Determine sne as a linear interpolation between the sy
� D 3.5 empirical value known to be appropriate for aligned

wind farms, and the geometric spanwise spacing of the ‘closest aligned’ configuration sn.�l/ determined earlier:

sne D min
�
sn.�l/C .sn.�l/ � sy

�/.1 �minŒ =� , 1�/, sn.�l/
	

(A.4)

In addition, we demand that sne � sn.�l/. This interpolation approach enables us to obtain smooth results as
function of inflow wind direction but is quite complicated to implement in practice.

Figure A.1. Panels (a) and (c) show the main symmetries for Horns Rev and Nysted, respectively. The tables (b) and (d) indicate
the distance between the turbines in the downwind direction, sd, and the corresponding distance between neighboring rows, sn D

sxsy=sd.
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Figure A.2. Detailed tests of the calibration of velocity threshold chosen for the generalized CWBL model. The figure shows that
results obtained with the new generalized CWBL calculations (blue lines) for Horns Rev and Nysted agree quite well with the method
underlying the original CWBL model34 (but applied here to other inflow directions). Also, good agreement exists with the approxi-
mated CWBL model presented in this appendix. (a,b): Normalized power output in the fully developed region. (c,d): Effective geometric
mean turbine spacing

p
wfsxsy. (e,f): Wake expansion coefficient kw,1 in the fully developed region. Data are averaged over 3ı bin

sectors (instead of the coarser 5ı bin sectors used in the main sections) to compare the model results in detail.

Step 5:. Calculate hui.zh/=hu0i.zh/ using Eq. (6) with the ‘top-down’ model using sd and sne and find the wake expansion
kw,1 that makes it consistent with the wake (Jensen) model. Note that sd and sne correspond to sx and sy for the
270ı direction for Horns Rev and to the 278ı direction for Nysted.

Steps 2 to 5 are iterated until the turbine velocity in the wake (Jensen) model and the ‘top-down’ part of the CWBL
model are converged and agree among each other.

Figure A.2 shows a comparison between the original,34 the approximated (original) and generalized CWBL model.
Here, we note that the approximated CWBL model neglects the dependence of sy

� on the wake expansion coefficient kw,1
and sx.34 The figure shows that the effective geometric mean turbine spacing

p
wfsxsy obtained with the approximated

procedure agrees well with the full model calculations.34 We note that the full model calculations (neglecting the effect
of small angles with respect to the aligned configuration) have been used to set the constant ‘0.5’ in Step 3 (Eq. A.3).
The benefit of the approximated (original) CWBL procedure is that it can be used more easily to check the consistency
of the results from the new generalized CWBL model presented in this work for all wind directions than the full original
calculations. This is carried out in Figure A.2, which shows the power production in the fully developed region (top panels),
the effective geometric mean turbine spacing (middle panels) and the wake expansion coefficient in the fully developed
region (lower panels).

We can conclude that using the new generalized method outlined in Section 2.3 approximates the original model results
closely, when the 5% velocity threshold mentioned earlier is used. The figures show that the ‘wake width’ around the
aligned wind directions is slightly larger using the new method than with the original method. Figure A.2 shows that
this effect is most pronounced, but still relatively small, when the distance between consecutive downstream turbines
is small, i.e., see the Nysted wind directions around 180ı, and leads to corresponding difference in the predicted wake
expansion coefficient in the fully developed region kw,1. It is important to note that the differences in the predicted kw,1
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only have a relatively small influence on the results as is indicated by the difference in the predicted power production
in the fully developed region. Therefore, in practical applications, the generalized method in Section 2.3 is the method
of choice.
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